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Abstract—Distributed Space Missions (DSMs) are gaining 

momentum in their application to earth science missions 

owing to their unique ability to increase observation 

sampling in spatial, spectral and temporal dimensions 

simultaneously. This paper identifies a gap in the angular 

sampling abilities of traditional monolithic spacecraft and 

proposes to address it using small satellite clusters in 

formation flight. The science performance metric for the 

angular dimension is explored using the Bidirectional 

Reflectance-distribution Function (BRDF), which describes 

the directional variation of reflectance of a surface element. 

Previous studies have proposed the use of clusters of 

nanosatellites in formation flight, each with a VNIR imaging 

spectrometer, to make multi-spectral reflectance 

measurements of a ground target, at different zenith and 

azimuthal angles simultaneously. In this paper, a tradespace 

of formation flight geometries will be explored in order to 

optimize or maximize angular spread and minimize BRDF 

estimation errors. The simulated formation flight solutions 

are applied to the following case studies: Snow albedo 

estimation in the Arctic and vegetation in the African 

savannas. Results will be compared to real data from 

previous airborne missions (NASA’s ARCTAS Campaign in 

2008 and SAFARI Campaign in 2000). 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

 

Distributed Space Missions (DSMs) are gaining 

momentum in their application to earth science missions 

owing to their ability to increase observation sampling in 

spatial, spectral, temporal and angular dimensions. DSMs 

include homogenous and heterogeneous constellations, 

autonomous formation flying clusters [1] and fractionated 

spacecraft [2]. To avoid being cost prohibitive, small 

satellites will be required to enable DSMs, especially 

those with large numbers. Small satellites have typically 

been used for technology demonstrations and educational 

programs [3],[4]. In this paper, we identify a critical Earth 

science application for DSMs, propose a coupled 

engineering and science model to evaluate the value of 

DSMs compared to monoliths and use the model to 

inform design choices for the DSM. The coupled model 

allows science variables such as estimation errors drive 

the engineering design choices of the DSM.  

. 

2.  DISTRIBUTED SPACECRAFT FOR MULTI-

ANGULAR OBSERVATION 

 

In earth science remote sensing, distributed space 

missions or DSMs have been traditionally used to 

simultaneously improve sampling in the following four 

dimensions of an observed image –  spatial, temporal, 

spectral, and radiometric. Spatial resolution of an image 

can be increased by using multiple satellites in formation 

flight to synthesise a long baseline aperture as shown for 

optical interferometry[5] and synthetic aperture radars. 

Constellations of evenly spaced satellites on repeat track 

orbits ensure temporal sampling within a few hours as 

well as continuous coverage maintenance. Spectral 

sampling can be improved by fractionating the payload 

(fractionated spacecraft) such that each physical entity 

images a different part of the spectrum and has 

customized optics to do so. Radiometric resolution 

depends on the resolution of the other sampling 
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dimensions for a fixed instrument mass and complexity. 

Since DSMs allow sampling improvement in any 

dimension by increasing satellite number instead of size, 

radiometric resolution can be improved without 

compromising on other science sampling requirements. 

Our research focuses on improving angular sampling, 

which is a critical dimension for Earth observations. 

 

DSMs for Improved Angular Sampling 

  

Angular sampling implies taking images of the same 

ground spot at multiple 3D angles of solar incidence and 

reflection simultaneously. A near-simultaneous 

measurement requirement deems monoliths insufficient 

for accurate and dense angular sampling [6][7]. 

Monolithic spacecraft have traditionally approximated the 

angular samples by combining measurements taken over 

time with forward-aft (e.g. TERRA’s MISR[8]) or cross-

track swath (e.g. TERRA’s MODIS[9]) sensors. 

However, a single satellite can make measurements only 

along a restrictive plane with respect to the solar phase 

and most earth observation satellites are even more 

restricted since they are on sun-synchronous orbits. 

Further, the angular measurements are separated in time 

by many minutes along-track or weeks cross-track. In 

areas of fast changing surface/cloud conditions especially 

during the snow melt season/tropical storms, a few days 

can make a big difference in reflectance.  

 

(a)

 

(b)

 

Figure 1: (a) A DSM making multi-angular, multi-

spectral measurements by virtue of pointing its 

NFOVs at the same ground spot, as it orbits the 

Earth as a single system (adapted from Leonardo 

BRDF[10]). (b) A DSM making multi-angular, 

multi-spectral measurements by virtue of their 

overlapping WFOVs at different angles (from 

GEOScan[11]). 

 

Near-simultaneous  angular sampling can be improved by 

using a cluster or constellation of nanosatellites on a 

repeating-ground-track orbit[7]. The cluster can make 

multi-spectral measurements of a ground spot at multiple 

3D angles at the same time as they pass overhead either 

using narrow field of view (NFOV) instruments in 

controlled formation flight (Figure 1-a) or wide field of 

view (WFOV) instruments with overlapping ground spots 

imaged at different angles flight (Figure 1-b).  

 

Previous studies have demonstrated the technical 

feasibility of subsystems [6], availability of formation 

flight strategies [7], [12], suitability of payload 

development [13] to support such a mission as well as 

open-source flight software to continually update satellite 

capability for staged, scalable deployment [3], [14]–[16]. 

This paper focuses on quantifying and presenting the 

science performance benefits derived from improved 

angular sampling of a formation flight DSM mission with 

NFOV sensors (Figure 1a).  

 

Metrics for Angular Sampling 

  

The widely accepted metric to quantify the angular 

dependence of remotely sensed signal is called BRDF or 

Bidirectional Reflectance-distribution function. BRDF of 

an optically thick body is a property of the surface 

material and its roughness. It is the ratio of reflected 

radiance to incident irradiance that depends on 3D 

geometry of incident and reflected elementary beams[17]. 

It depends on four major angles – the solar zenith and 

azimuth angle and the view zenith and azimuth angle. The 

azimuth angles are simplified to one angle called the 

relative azimuth angle. BRDF is used for the derivation of 

surface albedo[18], calculation of radiative forcing[19], 

land cover classification[20], cloud detection[10], 

atmospheric corrections, and aerosol optical 

properties[21]. BRDF estimations have proven to be good 

indicators of human activities e.g. ship wakes increase 

reflected sunlight by more than 100% [22].  

 

Accurate BRDF time series at customized spectra and 

spatial scales can estimate many biophysical phenomena 

that are currently wrought with errors. For example, up to 

90% of the errors in the computation of atmospheric 

radiative forcing, which is a key assessor of climate 

change, is attributed to the lack of good angular 

description of reflected solar flux[23]. MODIS albedo 

retrievals show errors up to 15% due to its angular and 

spatial under-sampling when compared to CAR. Gross 

Ecosystem Productivity (GEP) estimations, to quantify 

sinks for anthropogenic CO2, show uncertainties up to 

40% and usage of CHRIS angular data has shown to bring 

them down to 10%[24]. Accuracy of BRDF estimation is 

therefore a representative metric of the ‘goodness’ of 

angular sampling. 
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3.  DATA AND METHODS  

  

This paper will demonstrate equal or improved angular 

sampling performance characterized by BRDF using 

clusters in formation flight. A tightly coupled systems 

engineering and science evaluation model will be used for 

the purpose as shown in Figure 2.   

 
Figure 2: Summary of the overall approach to 

calculate BRDF science performance, technological 

requirements and cost of different mission 

architectures. There are three layers of analysis, this 

paper focuses on the inner brown and blue layers only. 

 

 

The overall model has three layers. Box II (middle, brown 

layer) is responsible for simulating angular sampling from 

a tradespace of cluster designs and orbits via the systems 

engineering model (Box IIIa in blue) and evaluating the 

BRDF error term for each design via the BRDF science 

model (Box IIIb in blue) at any instant of time. The error 

term represents the difference between BRDF estimated 

using a simulated cluster compared to BRDF data from a 

heritage airborne instrument. The outer layer (Box I in 

green) is responsible for repeating this process over 

multiple orbits spanning the mission lifetime. The full 

system will take measurement requirements (e.g. angular 

and spatial sampling), technology constraints (e.g. 

maximum mass, highest altitude) and biomes of interest 

(e.g. vegetation, deserts) as input and produce three 

outputs: science metrics (e.g. BRDF error), lifecycle cost 

and extent to which technology constraints were met. 

Biomes are large naturally occurring communities of flora 

and fauna occupying major habitat. They have very 

different BRDF and therefore may need different cluster 

designs to capture their BRDF, hence prioritizing them is 

important to decide a global cluster design.  

 

The model’s utility is to find cluster designs that 

maximize science performance and minimize cost 

(outputs of Box I). This paper will concentrate only on the 

innermost (blue Box III) layer, their mutual coupling and 

identify cluster designs based it. The BRDF science 

model will be discussed later in this section.  

 

Data from Cloud Absorption Radiometer 

  

One of the best examples for BRDF specific missions 

have been on the airborne side in the form of the Cloud 

Absorption Radiometer (CAR) instrument which was 

developed at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center 

(GSFC) [16] [20]. The CAR is designed to scan from 5° 

before zenith to 5° past nadir, corresponding to a total 

scan range of 190°. Each scan of the instrument lies 

across the line that defines the aircraft track and extends 

up to 95° on either side of the aircraft horizon. The CAR 

field of view (FOV) is 17.5 mrad (1°), the scan rate is 

1.67 Hz, the data system has nine channels at 16 bits, and 

it has 382 pixels in each scan line. CAR’s 14 bands are 

located between 335 and 2344 nm. The CAR is flown on 

an airborne platform (e.g. Convair CV-580 and C-131A), 

therefore by flying the instrument around a particular 

ground spot in circles and at different heights it is possible 

to get thousands of multi-angular and multi-spectral 

radiance measurements used for the accurate estimation 

of BRDF [25] [21]. 

 

(a)

 

(b)

 
Figure 3: BRDF data collected by the Cloud 

Absorption Radiometer during two NASA airborne 

campaigns: ARCTAS in 2008 looking at Arctic snow 

(a) and SAFARI in 2000 looking at savannah 

vegetation (b) for wavelengths 1.03μm and 0.682μm 

respectively. Radius = view zenith angle, polar 

azimuth = relative azimuth angle. The Arctic location 

was Elson Lagoon (71.3°N, 156.4°W), Alaska and the 

savannah location 20.0°S, 23.6°E), Botswana. 

 

The airborne measurements show very good correlation 

with laboratory estimations of BRDF using a goniometer 

setup [26]. Among its angular coverage over all view 

zenith and relative azimuth angles, CAR can sample 

BRDF in the principal plane (PP) i.e. the plane containing 

the sun and the normal from the target [27], which is very 

important for subpixel level vegetation structure  and 
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other land remote sensing. Vegetation canopies often 

exhibit a pronounced peak called the hotspot on the PP 

and the amplitude and width of this feature is used to 

determine the biophysical parameters of the vegetation 

[28]. For this paper, the biomes of interest are selected to 

be Arctic snow and savannah vegetation. Both have very 

different BRDF signatures, are found at different 

geographic locations/latitudes and CAR data is available 

for both. 

 

BRDF data for the arctic snow is available via NASA’s 

ARCTAS campaign, which was conducted in 1–21 April 

2008, with the aim of studying physical and chemical 

processes in the Arctic atmosphere and related surface 

phenomena, as part of the International Polar Year [18]. A 

site was selected 10 km east (upwind) of Barrow, Alaska, 

on Elson Lagoon. This lagoon is a protected arm of the 

Beaufort Sea. The surface consisted of flat land-fast first-

year sea ice of thickness ~1.5 m, covered with 25–40 cm 

of snow with density 0.35 gcm
3 

[18]. Data from CAR’s 

channel 6 (1.03 μm) was chosen because clouds are most 

transparent to the near infra red band, eliminating the 

need for heavy atmospheric corrections for preliminary 

analysis. Reflectance at 1-90
°
 of view zenith angle and 1-

360
°
 of relative azimuth angle with respect to the sun, 

collected by the CAR is plotted in Figure 3a where the 

solar zenith angle was 67°. The reflectance peaks at the 

sunglint when the view zenith angle is close to solar 

zenith, directly facing the sun. Snow albedo or black sky 

albedo is the integration of reflectance over all the view 

zenith and relative azimuth angles [18], [18], [27]. 

 

BRDF data for savannah vegetation is available via 

NASA’s SAFARI campaign, where measurements were 

obtained during the Southern Africa Regional Science 

Initiative 2000 (SAFARI 2000) dry season campaign 

between 10 August and 18 September 2000 [21]. While 

reflectance measurements were collected at six locations 

in South Africa, Botswana, Namibia and Zambia, data 

from Maun in Botswana (20.00
o
S, 23.58

o
E) was selected 

for further analysis. Maun is located east of the Okavango 

Delta and has vegetation dominated by medium-sized 

multistemmed mopane trees Solar zenith angle was 28° 

during winter. Data from CAR’s channel 6 (0.682 μm) 

was chosen and plotted in Figure 3b. The green channel 

was chosen because it is the most relevant to 

photosynthetic efficiency which is a key application for 

estimating vegetation BRDF. BRDF is useful for 

correcting photosynthetic reflective indices (PRI) and 

estimate shadow fraction, which is then used to calculate 

photosynthetic efficiency and therefore gross primary 

productivity [24], [29], [30].  

 

Since the data used in this paper (Figure 3) is used as an 

example of true BRDF data and used to demonstrate the 

optimal ways to sample it, the age of the data is not of 

critical importance. It can be assumed that the 

approximate, average shape of BRDF of snow and 

savannah has not changed much in the last six to thirteen 

years, while the precise values of the function may have, 

Even so, since the CAR instrument and its campaigns are 

NASA’s state-of-art in BRDF estimation, the available 

data is considered the best estimate of ‘truth’ for making 

engineering design choices.  

 

BRDF Models 

 

BRDF models are used to estimate reflectance values at 

all combinations of view zenith, solar zenith, and relative 

azimuth angle as a function of those angles and multiple 

parameters. These models may be classified in a number 

of ways [31]. One classification is based upon the 

treatment of the optics while another is classification as 

physical or empirical. Physical models rely upon first-

principle physics of electromagnetic energy and material 

interactions, and require inputs such as surface roughness 

parameters and the complex index of refraction. Empirical 

models rely solely upon measured BRDF values, while 

semi-empirical models incorporate some measured data, 

but may have significant elements of physics-based 

principles. Models are dependent on the application, for 

example, computer graphics [32]–[34] or Earth 

observation [35]–[37].  

 

For this study, we will concentrate only on semi-empirical 

models for earth observation. The most popular ones are 

the Ross-Li Thick-Sparse (RLTS) model [27], [38], 

Rahman-Pinty- Verstraete (RPV) model [39], [40], 

modified RPV to remove the non-linear terms in the RPV 

model and Cox-Munk model [22], [41]. RPV models have 

been applied for BRDF retrievals using MISR data while 

RLTS for MODIS data. For this paper, the RLTS model 

was selected because of its NASA heritage in generating 

BRDF products, proven merit in both snow [18] and 

vegetation [27] and linear form. BRDF by the RLTS 

model is given by the equations below and the kernels, 

Kvol and Kgeo are graphed in Figure 4. Detailed discussion 

of the model is beyond the scope of this paper and can be 

found in several science-model focused literature [27], 

[38].  
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Figure 4: The two kernels of the RLTS model as a 

non-linear function of view zenith angle (plot radius) 

and relative azimuth angle to the sun (plot polar 

azimuth) at a solar zenith angle of 30
o
. 

 

Formation Flight Models 

  

Traditional and state-of-the-art frameworks are used to 

model the relative trajectories of the formation flight 

clusters so as to customize the angular spreads they are 

able to achieve. Previous studies [7], [12] have explored 

the tradespace of cluster designs in three levels of 

frameworks of increasing model fidelity and decreasing 

computational ease of exploration - Figure 5.   

 

The first is the linearized Hill Clohessy Wiltshire 

Equations [42], [43] which we had to numerically correct 

to account for Earth’s curvature at very large inter 

satellite distances. The HCW solution that gave the most 

angular diversity at the ground target was the Free Orbit 

Ellipse (FOE) configuration demonstrated in Figure 6(a) 

with 13 satellites, one always looking nadir. The cross-

track scan (CTS) and string of pearls (SOP) solutions 

were achieved using the dual spiral equations [44] which 

analytically accounts for the Earth’s curvature, but does 

not produce as much azimuthal variation as the FOE. The 

second level is the modified HCW equations (curvature 

corrected) which introduces the effects of J2 perturbations 

due to the oblate shape of the Earth [45] and then 

atmospheric drag effects [46]. J2 and drag effects are 

simultaneously introduced by calculating a 7X7 state 

matrix and numerically solving it to compute relative 

satellite trajectories. Figure 6(b) shows the trajectories of 

3 satellites in different colors with different ring sizes or 

maximum X-intercepts. The orange star is the ground 

target directly below the reference satellite (marked). The 

third and last framework of models uses AGI’s Satellite 

Tool Kit to initialize and propagate individual satellite 

orbits (High Precision Orbital Propagator or HPOP) and 

then calculate their relative trajectories with respect to a 

reference satellite. SOP, CTS and FOE configurations of 

varying shapes, sizes and orientations can be created by 

varying the differential Keplerian elements of the satellite 

orbits [7], [12]. Previous studies have also mapped HCW 

coefficients to the differential Keplerian amounts for 

some special cases and orbits via the COWPOKE  

equations [47]. Figure 6(c) and (d) shows the relative 

trajectories of 3 satellites that form an FOE by varying 

their differential true anomaly, eccentricity and 

inclination (c) or RAAN (d). All (b)-(d) trajectories have 

been propagated for a day and it can be seen that drift due 

to differential inclination is more due to J2 effects.  

 

  
Figure 5: Levels of models used for formation flight 

simulation as a function of fidelity and computational 

ease of tradespace exploration. 

 

There are many free variables in all the frameworks (e.g. 

number of satellites, HCW coefficients) allowing us to 

vary them and get a wide variety of azimuthal and zenith 

angles subtended at the ground target point. External 

constraints like biome and latitude of interest determine 

the range of some variables. For example, differential 

inclination (RAAN) produces maximum separation at the 

poles (equator). FOE and CTS should be created by either 

one depending on target latitude where maximum angular 

spread is desired.  
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Figure 6: Trajectories of satellites in the Local-

Vertical-Local-Horizontal (LVLH) frame as simulated 

using different levels of modeling from Figure 5. The 

orange star represents the point directly nadir to the 

reference satellite at [0, 0, -altitude] in the LVLH 

frame.  

 

(a) Free Orbit Ellipse using the Hill Clohessy Wiltshire 

(HCW) Equations [42], [43] – 12+1 satellites 

 
(b) Free Orbit Ellipse using the modified HCW 

Equations (with J2 and Drag effects) [45], [46] – 3+1 

satellites 

 
(c) Free Orbit Ellipse using HPOP Orbit propagation 

(STK) on 3+1 satellites with differential inclination, 

true anomaly and eccentricity 

 

(d) Free Orbit Ellipse using HPOP Orbit propagation 

(STK) on 3+1 satellites with differential RAAN, true 

anomaly and eccentricity 

 

Performance Evaluation Methods 

 

Science performance in our model is computed in the Box 

IIIb (right blue box in the innermost layer) in Figure 2 and 

the detailed version is shown in Figure 7. The inputs to 

the Figure 7 model are the solar zenith, measurement 

zenith and relative azimuth angle of all satellites in a 

cluster at any given instant of time, which comes from the 

systems engineering model, and the biome of interest, 

which is an external requirement.  

 

 
 

Figure 7: Summary of science performance evaluation 

(from the innermost blue box named ‘BRDF Science 

Model’ in Figure 2. The model combines angular 

output from the cluster architectures in the SE model 

with the BRDF science evaluation model. The metrics 

of performance are BRDF Error and Application 

Error, marked in green boxes.  

 

 

True BRDF is the set of reflectance values of the biome 

of interest measured by CAR at all angles (e.g. Figure 3).  

A sample of these values that corresponds to the cluster 

angles is selected from the “True BRDF” and used as data 
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to invert a BRDF model (e.g. RLTS chosen) and estimate 

the model parameters. These parameters are then used to 

run the forward model and calculate reflectance at all 

angles. The difference between this estimated reflectance 

and the true CAR reflectance is called the “BRDF error” 

and is represented as a Root Mean Square value (RMS). 

BRDF can be used to calculate geophysical variables such 

as albedo and GPP. The difference between these 

variables calculated from the CAR reflectance values vs. 

from the forward model estimated values is called the 

“App Error”, e.g. albedo error. BRDF errors and App 

errors at any instant of time are the outputs from the 

science performance evaluation model and determine the 

goodness of the input cluster design and corresponding 

angular spread.  

 

By calculating the error over time for a full tradespace of 

cluster architectures or designs helps us judge them based 

on an intricately coupled science metric. Eventually, these 

science based errors can be traded against the cost of 

increasing the number/size of satellites in and complexity 

of the DSM [48][49] and value-centric decisions for its 

engineering design [2].  

 

4.  RESULTS AND INFERENCES 

 

The major drivers or influencers on BRDF errors that we 

wish to investigate are – The formation flight (FF) models 

and its internal variables to get a tradespace of angular 

spread [7], [12], biome type, geophysical parameters or 

supplication and temporal behavior of the cluster or 

constellation. In this section, we present four case studies 

where different FF models are plugged in with different 

biomes and parameters.  

 

Linearized Frame and Snow Albedo 

 

In the first case study, we plugged the Free Orbit Ellipse 

(FOE) configuration in the curvature corrected HCW 

frame to the science evaluation model for estimating snow 

BRDF and albedo. An FOE inclined at 21° with LVLH-

X=0 plane was chosen based on previous studies that 

showed the possibility of large but consistent angular 

spread with such a configuration [7], [12]. A full 

tradespace enumeration of every possible way N satellites 

could orient on an FOE leads to tens of millions of 

architectures which is not efficient to explore because 

most of them are redundant and significantly 

underperforming. Since previous studies showed the 

necessity of a large angular spread, the satellites on the 

FOE are forced into architectures with equal satellites per 

ring, equal azimuthal spacing in each ring and constrained 

to a maximum of 6 rings and 8 azimuthal slots. 5, 9 and 

13 satellites were chosen for the study where 1 satellite 

was always forced to point nadir for reference reflectance 

measurements to benchmark the others against.  

 

The results of the full factorial study are shown in Table 1 

as the best and worst configuration for 5, 9, 13 satellites 

as judged by the BRDF error they produce with respect to 

the true CAR data in Figure 3a. The first column of 

figures shows the LVLH position of the satellites in FOE 

configuration at the instant of time which recorded 

minimum (top rows, best case) or maximum (bottom 

rows, worst case) errors. The second column shows the 

resultant measurement zenith and relative azimuth 

achieved by all satellites in each cluster by pointing their 

sensor to the ground spot directly below the LVLH origin 

(which always contains the reference satellite). Since 

global parameters are not considered in this frame of 

analysis, the sun is assumed to always be in the orbit 

plane of the reference satellite or the LVLH-Z=0 plane. In 

reality, the solar azimuth changes a lot causing the 

measurement azimuth to change a lot (unless the orbit is 

sun synchronous). 

 

The worst errors are found when all the measurements are 

bunched up at near-nadir look angles i.e. negligible zenith 

range (red dots in second figure column). Errors are even 

worse when the measurement angles have no azimuthal 

spread and more so when they are asymmetrically 

concentrated on one side of the BRDF polar plot. For 

example, the worst case error with 5 satellites is more 

than an order of magnitude more than the worst case error 

with 9 satellites. Architecturally, this disparity was 

possible because the 6 ring maxima prevented 9 satellites 

from lining up on one side.  

 

  
Figure 8: FOE configuration with 9 satellites with an 

RMS error of 0.087 with respect to true BRDF i.e. 

almost maximum error. This measurement 

configuration is very similar to that of MISR on the 

TERRA spacecraft with 9 sensors. However, it is very 

constrained in zenith angle range, which MISR is not. 
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Table 1: Results of the full factorial analysis of N satellites in an FOE configuration at 21° with X=0 plane, equally 

distributed in a flexible number of rings over equally spaced azimuth per ring. One satellite is always forced to point 

nadir as the reference satellite to make baseline reflectance measurements. In the BRDF polar plots, radius = view 

zenith angle, polar azimuth = relative azimuth with respect to the Sun. 
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Errors almost the same as the maximum (<1% difference) 

in the N = 9 and 13 satellites case showed measurement 

angles line up in a straight line as seen in Figure 8. This 

configuration bears a strong resemblance to MISR’s 

measurement spread except more constrained in the 

maximum zenith angle. MISR’s BRDF error (calculated 

in the same way as Figure 7) is halfway between this 

maximum error and minimum error which translates to 

half an order of magnitude in albedo errors. This implies 

that having a large zenith range mitigates some error 

caused by the lack of azimuthal spread but cannot reduce 

it beyond a certain value. The least errors (blue dots in 

second figure column) for snow albedo and BRDF are 

always achieved by both zenith range (so that the sun 

glint at low sun conditions is captured) and azimuthal 

spread (so that the symmetry in the BRDF plot is 

captured). Large differences in look angles for identical 

satellites causes a huge elongation of swath, however this 

is a problem at MISR (with look angles varying from 0 to 

70
o
) also has to deal with. 

 

The best and worst BRDF RMS and albedo errors from 

the full factorial results in Table 1 are summarized as a 

function of the number of satellites in Figure 9.  are 

summarized as a function of the number of satellites.  

Worst case errors drop significantly from 5 to 9 satellites, 

as explained by the fact that all 4 satellites bunched up in 

the same direction from the Sun which 9 and 13 satellites 

could not do. The worst case error drop between 9 to 13 

satellites and the overall best case error drop is <0.3%, 

indicating nearly no gain in increasing satellite numbers. 

Since BRDF error is the sum of sampling goodness error, 

model error and model inversion error and the RLTS 

model is not a ‘perfect’ representation of earth reflectance 

(only 3 parameters), it may not be sufficient to capture the 

improving errors due to increasing spread because of its 

own coarseness.  Since the inversion error is <0.5% or 

negligible, assuming a perfect model meant that almost 

entire error is a metric of sampling goodness. Availability 

of new spreads creates a scientific incentive to create 

better models such as those in computer graphics [32], 

[33] or compressed imaging which uses a spherical 

harmonics representation of reflectance [50].  

 

 

 
Figure 9: BRDF RMS error (left axis) and albedo 

error (right axis) with respect to CAR data for the best 

(green, top) and worst (red, bottom) configurations as 

a function of number of satellites in the informed full 

factorial simulation in Table 1. 

 

 

Comparing the worst configurations for 9, 13 satellites 

and best configurations for 5, 9, 13 satellites also reveals 

~40% difference in BRDF errors but very little absolute 

improvement. On the other hand, the worst case 

improvement from 5 satellites is 400%.  This shows that 

if satellites are uniformly spread out in rings/zenith and 

azimuth as the full factorial study was forced to do 

(except in the 5 satellite case), we have leeway where 

even the worst is only ~0.001 worse than the best in 

albedo. This inference is important because the satellites 
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will spin around in the ellipse and the best configuration 

will distort periodically [7], [12] but can never get worse 

than the worst due to orbital dynamics alone, no 

perturbations considered.   

Modified Linearized Frame and Snow Albedo 

 

In the second case study, we plugged the modified HCW 

equation solutions, with J2 and atmospheric drag included 

and curvature corrected, to the science evaluation model 

for estimating snow BRDF and albedo [51]. To draw from 

the first case study, the number of satellites and HCW 

initial parameters were set in order to re-create the best 

configuration with 13 satellites (Table 1 5
th

 row in this 

high fidelity frame. The trajectories were propagated for 

15 orbits (~1 day) and shown in Figure 10-top. Six 

satellites each spin around the inner (red) and outer (blue) 

ring at equal spacing. Drag and J2 causes the rings to 

tumble about the cross axis as well as drift along track.  

The view zenith angle subtended at the ground target 

(orange star) by the first satellite on each ring is plotted in 

Figure 10-bottom. A small increase the angle subtended 

(trending at ~2
o
) is seen over 15 orbits. The drift is 

characteristic of that seen in Figure 6(c) indicating a close 

analogy with the differential inclination driven FOE. 

Arctic snow sampling needs maximum angular spread 

and coverage at the poles, hence differential inclination 

(not RAAN) will be needed.  

 

This calculation and plot assumes that the cluster always 

flies over snow for an entire day which is not realistic. 

However, the exercise is useful to evaluate the effect of 

error over time and inform decisions to phase the 

satellites so that the configuration when it flies over snow 

corresponds to minimum error.  

 

When the angular spread achieved by the above cluster is 

plugged into the science evaluation model for snow 

BRDF, RMS errors can be calculated for each instant of 

time and plotted over 1-15 orbits. Figure 11 shows a small 

linear trend downward because of the slight increase in 

zenith angles subtended at the ground target which 

increases the closeness to sampling the sun glint. Too 

much drift would cause the formation to go over the 

horizon with respect to the reference satellite which 

would kill the simultaneous sampling capability of the 

cluster. Cluster maintenance strategies such as changing 

the reference satellite and/or commanding the other 

satellites to point at the ground track of the reference 

satellite instead of directly below it (assuming a few 

minutes time separation in making measurements is 

acceptable) and/or active propulsion can be adopted to 

recover angular sampling capabilities in the event of too 

much drift. 

 

 

 
Figure 10: [Top] The best 13 satellite cluster 

configuration in Table 1 propagated over 1 day 

including J2 and atmospheric drag effects; trajectories 

of the inner (red) and outer (blue) ring shown in 

LVLH frame. Orange star represents the ground 

target at (0,0,-altitude) in LVLH frame. [Bottom] View 

zenith angle subtended at ground target for one 

satellite in the inner (red) and outer (ring). The graphs 

for the other 10 satellites are phase shifted versions.   

   

 

Figure 11 also shows a distinct oscillatory pattern of the 

BRDF RMS errors with 6 oscillations per orbit (short 

term) and 1 oscillation per orbit (long term). The insets in  

Figure 11 show the measurement angles corresponding to 

select crests and troughs. The present of 6 satellites per 

ring ensures a wide azimuthal coverage and taps into the 

different quarters of the BRDF polar plot in spite of the 

orbital dynamics causing the satellites to rotate about the 

center. The patterns seem to indicate that crests 

correspond to maximum sampling along principal plane 

(0-180 line/plane, contains the sun) while the troughs 

correspond to the times when the satellites have all 
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rotated out of the principal plane. If the cluster is expected 

to encounter snow in X% of its orbit, we should phase the 

satellites such that the first or last X% of the orbit (least 

error) seen in Figure 11 corresponds to the flight over 

snow.   

 

Figure 11’s insets show the advantage that clusters with 

equally spaced satellites (in azimuth) have on sampling 

specific angles. The measurement spread remains almost 

the same over orbits because as one satellite rotates out of 

a given view zenith and relative azimuth angle, another 

one moves in to fill its space. Thus, if the cluster is 

designed such that some combination of angles is 

captured, equal azimuths will ensure that they are always 

captured – with more efficiency as number of satellites 

increases. This is all the more useful when changing solar 

azimuth angles are taken into account because the 

satellites rotate even faster because of it. Drift does cause 

some degradation in the view zenith angle and we 

discussed mitigation earlier in this section. Sun and drift 

caused dynamics are best assessed in the global STK 

frame, which is the highest level of frameworks we use.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 11: BRDF RMS error with respect to the CAR 

data for the cluster shown in Figure 10 when 

propagated for 1 orbit (top) and 15 orbits (bottom). 

Insets show the measurement angles achieved at 

specific points in time marked.  

 

 

Snow BRDF vs. Vegetation BRDF 

 

In the third case study, we plugged the Free Orbit Ellipse 

(FOE) configuration in the curvature corrected HCW 

frame to the science evaluation model for estimating 

vegetation BRDF in Southern Africa [51]. The study is 

essentially the same as the first case study except for a 

very different biome, with the intent of understanding the 

difference between the results caused by changing 

biomes. A full factorial analysis is done with the same 

variables and constraints as the first case study. Results 

are presented in Figure 12 for best (blue, left) and worst 

(red, right) error configurations using 4, 5, 9 and 13 

satellites. The respective errors are noted on the first 

column as e = [minimum RMS error, maximum RMS 

error]. Figure 13 shows the dependence of these errors on 

the number of satellites. 

 

As earlier, the worst errors occur when all the satellites 

are bunched toward near nadir i.e. N = 4 or 5 satellites, 

second (red) column in Figure 12. These configurations 

fail to capture the azimuthal variation of BRDF and, more 

importantly, the hotspot as seen in Figure 3b which is the 

peak reflection on the principal plane that occurs at view 

zenith angle equal to solar zenith angle with the sun 

behind the sensors. Worst case errors show a big drop 

between 5 to 9 satellites since the 9 satellites are forced to 

symmetrically arrange themselves on either side of nadir. 

While the worst case still occurs due to lack of azimuthal 

coverage, errors are improved because of the ability to 

capture the hotspot. Note the similarity to MISR’s 

configuration except at much restricted zenith range, as 

before. The worst case in 13 satellites captures the full 

zenith variation of BRDF but not the hotspot at all, hence 

only a slight improvement in errors (red curve in Figure 

13).  The best case errors are seen (blue dots in Figure 12) 

when at least a part of the hotspot is captured, 

measurements are made in the upper hemisphere to 

capture the anti-hotspot and the zenith variation of BRDF 

is sampled. 

 

The best case error for one time instant does not seem to 

depend on the number of satellites at all (green curve in 

Figure 13).  For example, the best configuration in the 4 

and 5 satellite case exploit the symmetry of the left and 

right hemisphere and achieve the same errors as the 9, 13 

satellites with full zenith and azimuthal spread. However, 

the propagated over the whole orbit, the latter will do 

much better because the azimuthal sampling will 

compensate for the cluster rotating about the nadir. The 4 

satellite case will be demonstrated in the STK frame to 
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show its drawback over time. The saturation could also be 

attributed to model errors, and spherical harmonics 

models will be tested instead of RLTS to assess the 

difference. 
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Figure 12: Measurement angles obtained with clusters 

with increasing number of satellites (rows) that gave 

the minimum (blue, column 1) and maximum (red, 

column 2) RMS error with respect to true BRDF of 

savannah vegetation measured by CAR, where E = 

[min Error, max Error]. In the polar plots, radius = 

view zenith angle, polar azimuth = relative azimuth 

with respect to the Sun. 

 

The vegetation results are not extremely different from 

the snow results except a critical one: Snow needs more 

azimuthal sampling than vegetation. Vegetation produces 

the same and least error with a straight line sampling 

across the BRDF polar plot (N=4 satellites, blue dots in 

Figure 12) snow produces near maximum and never 

minimum errors in such a configuration (N=9 satellites, 

red dots in Figure 8). Vegetation errors shoot up when the 

sampling is not available for top and bottom hemispheres. 

This difference explains why the MISR sensor which its 9 

forward aft sensors does much better for vegetation than 

for snow. These results also agree very closely with an 

simulated annealing and genetic algorithm optimization to 

find the best and worst sampling points for vegetation and 

snow for 5, 9, 13 satellites. 

 

 
Figure 13: BRDF RMS error with respect to CAR 

data for the best (green) and worst (red) 

configurations as a function of number of satellites in 

the informed full factorial simulation in Figure 12. 

 

 Global STK Framework and Vegetation  

 

 In the fourth and final case study, we plugged the 

differential Keplerian element propagation in the global 

orbits frame (using AGI STK) to the science evaluation 

model for estimating vegetation BRDF as the cluster flies 

over Southern Africa [51]. The study requirements were 

considered in concurrence with current launch and 

funding opportunities: 4 satellites in a cluster with at least 

1 nadir pointing satellite that are launched into a typical 

orbit using commonly available secondary launches. 

Individual spacecrafts are assumed to be 6U cubesats with 

no propulsion module on board. Requirements govern the 

flexibility in varying the differential Keplerian elements 

for the cluster satellites with respect to the reference 

satellite. The reference orbit was chosen at a 650 km 

altitude at 51.6
o
 inclination to correspond to typical 

launch availabilities at near ISS orientations. Semi major 

axis (SMA) has to be the same for all satellites to prevent 

the formation from breaking. Lack of onboard propulsion 

restricts the variation of inclination, perigee and 

eccentricity because the cluster orbits cannot be initialized 

without propulsion. Differential inclination will also 

cause a tumbling effect which coupled with drift will 

eventually break the formation in the absence of active 

maintenance as seen in Figure 6(c). Therefore, the only 

free variables available are differential true anomaly (TA) 
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and differential RAAN (Ω). Differential variation of TA 

and RAAN cause a cross-track scan (in HCW frame) 

pattern which is more limited in azimuthal coverage than 

the FOE configuration. 

 

(a)

 

(b)

 
Figure 14: AGI-STK Astrogator propagated image of 

the satellite cluster as Config #6 (a) and Config #3 (b) 

as they fly over Southern Africa. 

 

 

The very reduced full factorial analysis comprised of 6 

cluster configurations where 4 of the 6 orbital elements 

were the same across all satellites: SMA = 6378+650 km, 

i = 51.6
o
, ω = 0, e= 0, and the RAAN and TA were 

perturbed by small amounts as listed in Table 2. Two of 

the configurations have been shown in an Astrogator 

propagated STK image as they fly over Southern Africa. 

 

Table 2:  RAAN and TA in the form of osculating 

Keplerian elements for 4 satellites in the cluster when 

arranged in different 6 configurations as part of a 

reduced full factorial case study. The other Keplerian 

elements are the same for all satellites, SMA = 

6378+650 km, i = 51.6
o
, ω = 0, e= 0. 

 RAAN::TA of the foll. satellites in degrees 

 Sat #1 Sat #2 Sat #3 Sat #4 

Config #1 0::0 0::-5 -5::0 -5::-5 

Config #2 0::0 0::-5 -5::0 5::-5 

Config #3 0::0 0::-5 -5::-5 5::-5 

Config #4 0::0 0::-5 -5::-3 5::-5 

Config #5 0::0 0::-5 -5::-3 3::-3 

Config #6 0::0 0::-3 -3::0 -3::-3 

 

 

All clusters (using their initial osculating elements) and 

the MISR sensor (using TLEs from an online database) 

were simulated on STK starting October 13, 2013. A 20-

minute time window when the cluster flies over southern 

Africa was identified on the same when the solar zenith 

angle is ~ 30
o
, to match with the true CAR data available 

for Savannah vegetation (Figure 3b). MISR’s Africa-

crossing time window is less than an hour ahead of the 

cluster’s time window. For each cluster and for each time 

instant over 20 minutes, the RMS error between the 

BRDF estimated by the cluster using Figure 7’s 

methodology and true BRDF is calculated and plotted in 

Figure 15 as different colors. All of vegetated Africa is 

assumed to possess the BRDF signature shown in Figure 

3b. True solar azimuth angle variation is considered and 

used to calculate relative azimuth angles. The same is 

repeated for MISR and plotted as black asterisks. Config 

#6 shows the highest RMS error and Config #3 the least. 

 

 
Figure 15: BRDF error over time as the 4 satellite 

cluster (different colors represent different 

architectures or configurations) flies over Southern 

Africa, assuming true BRDF to be as shown in Figure 

3b all through. The black stars represent simulated 

BRDF errors by MISR (from TLE data), half an hour 

before in time. Measurement angles at the boxed times 

are shown in Figure 16. 

 

Figure 16 shows the measurement angles sampled by 

Config #6, Config #3 and MISR for 3 instants of time 

(boxed in Figure 15) corresponding to medium, low and 

high errors. The intent is to identify the cluster 

orientations that caused the errors to change over time. 

Since Config #6 has only two different RAANs (Figure 

14a), it is not able to cover both top and bottom 

hemispheres of the BRDF polar plot simultaneously – 

which was established as a chief error driver for 

vegetation in the previous section. 2-14 minutes after 

entering Africa, Config #6 shows relatively low errors 

because it samples the hotspot region however later the 

errors rise significantly because the samples rote to the 

anti hotspot hemisphere as seen in the first row of Figure 

16. On the other hand, since Config #3 has three different 

RAANs (Figure 14b), it does a better job in at least 

partially covering both top and bottom hemispheres of the 

BRDF polar plot simultaneously as seen in the second 

row of Figure 16It exhibits lowest errors between 2-12 

minutes after entering Africa because it samples the hot 

spot and anti hotspot hemispheres, very close to their 
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exact positions on the BRDF polar plot. Later in time, the 

error rises slightly (not as much as Config #6) because the 

samples move out from near the hot spot but are still 

azimuthally spread 
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Figure 16: Sampling achieved of the BRDF polar plot 

for the best (Config #3) and worst (Config #6) 

configuration and MISR, as averaged over 22 minutes. 

T0 represents the time when the spacecraft (TERRA) 

or cluster each Southern Africa, subsequent times 

correspond to those boxed in Figure 15 and 

configurations (colors) correspond to Figure 15. 

 

The rise of error with time for all configurations can be 

further avoided by placing additional satellites with 

positive true anomaly with respect to the reference 

satellite so that both hemispheres are covered at any given 

time. This option has not been studied or shown because 

it causes more differential drag, and in the absence of 

propulsion, increases the risk of inter-satellite collisions. 

MISR’s advantage in vegetation BRDF estimation is 

clearly deduced by comparing its configuration change 

(second row of Figure 16) and RMS error change (black 

asterisks in Figure 15) over time with the 4 satellite 

clusters in best or worst configuration. Since it samples 

the entire BRDF plot across in a straight line, it always 

covers both the hot spot and anti hotspot hemispheres and 

at a variety of view zenith angles to capture the hotspot 

irrespective of solar zenith angle. The only time the error 

rises slightly is when the samples are perpendicular to the 

principal plane (third row, third column in Figure 16). 

Nonetheless, cluster configurations have shown to 

produce errors equivalent to MISR therefore establishing 

their value in BRDF estimations.   

5.  CONCLUSIONS 

  

We identify an important gap in the sampling abilities of 

earth observation missions –angular sampling – quantified 

by the BRDF metric and propose nanosatellite clusters in 

formation flight (FF) to make measurements to fill this 

gap.  

 

In this paper, we demonstrated the science performance 

impact of such an approach using a comprehensive 

systems engineering model tightly coupled with a science 

evaluation model and tested it using state-of-the-art 

BRDF data collected during NASA’s airborne campaigns 

(heritage, golden standard). Both snow and vegetation 

environments were studied to understand the impact of 

biome selection of cluster designs. The BRDF model used 

to fit over the data was selected to be RLTS based on its 

heritage with snow and vegetation. Formation flight 

solutions in the linearized frames with and without 

perturbation forces and the global orbits frame using 

STK’s HPOP propagator were plugged into the model and 

compared with existing satellite solutions using their 

TLEs. 

 

The coupled model was applied to different models and 

architectures of FF solutions, which simulated angular 

sampling, and used to calculate errors with respect to the 

golden standard. Specifically, four case studies were 

studied coupling different FF solutions with different 

biomes and applications (e,g, albedo). Insights on cluster 

design for BRDF learned from the case studies are 

presented and angular performance comparable to or 

better than current BRDF instruments demonstrated. 

Clusters can serve as a powerful complement to current 

flagship missions by providing 3D angular coverage of 

the Earth at acceptable signal to noise ratios such that 

their angular data products can be combined with the high 

quality images from the larger missions. As small satellite 

technologies for imaging and platform stability advance 

further, they are likely to become critical tools at reduced 

costs for a new paradigm in Earth Observation capability.  

6.  FUTURE WORK 

  

There is much work to be done to evaluate the 

performance variation of FF clusters over time due to 

perturbation and other such effects (details of Box I in 

Figure 2). These are likely to cause performance 

degradation and will require precise maintenance 

maneuvers over time using an onboard propulsion 
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module. Trade studies of performance with respect to 

required delta-V as a function of the reference satellite’s 

chief orbit and the cost of ground operations support form 

important considerations in the design of the cluster 

architectures, and will be studied. Global designs will also 

need to consider the biome spread of the Earth so that the 

clusters are in optimal configuration when they fly over 

the appropriate biomes. Finally, this work can be 

extended to calculate many geophysical parameters 

beyond snow albedo such as vegetation GPP and radiative 

forcing of clouds to demonstrate the impact of improved 

BRDF using clusters on critical science applications. 
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